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Welcome Human,

Specializing in limited edition art and custom projects, Chrysalys is a team of seasoned creatives
dedicated to transforming spaces. Our passion is crafting visual experiences that challenge perception and
spark curiosity. Often labeled surreal, we see our aesthetic as less adjective and more verb: explore,
wonder, reflect, transform. Innovation and craftsmanship drive our commitment to delivering work that
resonates with our clients.

In philosophy, monism is the belief that every phenomenon in the universe is traceable to a single source or 
force, the idea that there is one set of truths, one way of seeing or being or doing. 

But what if you know there are many ways of seeing, but also know you are trapped behind the same two 
eyeballs? 

http://earthtopia.art/
http://earthtopia.art/
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The writer John Koenig calls this sense of stuck-ness onism (pronounced “oh-niz-uhm”):

n. the frustration of being stuck in just one body, that inhabits only one place at a time, which is like standing 
in front of the departures screen at an airport, flickering over with strange place names like other people’s 
passwords, each representing one more thing
you’ll never get to see before you die—and all because, as the arrow on the map helpfully points out, you are 
here.

Let Chrysalys be your there. Explore the flux. Unstick yourself and spread your wings. 

Ready to transform your space? Let's discuss how Chrysalys can elevate your project. For a limited time, take 
20% off your purchase between now and March 10th.

Chrysalys: Transforming spaces. Transcending expectations.

Visit Chrysalys

https://www.dictionaryofobscuresorrows.com/post/73524850764/onism
https://chrysalys.art/
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